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The Emotional Life of Your Brain
Why do we feel the way we feel? How do our thoughts and emotions affect our
health? Are our bodies and minds distinct from each other or do they function
together as parts of an interconnected system? In her groundbreaking book
Molecules of Emotion, Candace Pert provides startling and decisive answers to
these and other challenging questions that scientists and philosophers have
pondered for centuries. Her pioneering research on how the chemicals inside our
bodies form a dynamic information network, linking mind and body, is not only
provocative, it is revolutionary. By establishing the biomolecular basis for our
emotions and explaining these new scientific developments in a clear and
accessible way, Pert empowers us to understand ourselves, our feelings, and the
connection between our minds and our bodies -- body-minds -- in ways we could
never possibly have imagined before. Molecules of Emotion is a landmark work, full
of insight and wisdom and possessing that rare power to change the way we see
the world and ourselves.

Molecules at an Exhibition
The amygdala is a central component of the limbic system, which is known to play
a critical role in emotional processing of learning and memory. Over these last 20
years, major advances in techniques for examining brain activity greatly helped
the scientific community to determine the nature of the contribution of the
amygdala to these fundamental aspects of cognition. Combined with new
conceptual breakthroughs, research data obtained in animals and humans have
also provided major insights into our understanding of the processes by which
amygdala dysfunction contributes to various brain disorders, such as autism or
Alzheimer's disease. Although the primary goal of this book is to inform experts
and newcomers of some of the latest data in the field of brain structures involved
in the mechanisms underlying emotional learning and memory, we hope it will also
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help stimulate discussion on the functional role of the amygdala and connected
brain structures in these mechanisms.

Cure
"Cites published research demonstrating that the American medicine system is the
leading cause of death and injury in the US." -- P. [4] of cover.

Cosmetic Science and Technology: Theoretical Principles and
Applications
"Damasio undertakes nothing less than a reconstruction of the natural history of
the universe. . . . [A] brave and honest book." --The New York Times Book Review
The Strange Order of Things is a pathbreaking investigation into homeostasis, the
condition that regulates human physiology within the range that makes possible
not only survival but also the flourishing of life. Antonio Damasio makes clear that
we descend biologically, psychologically, and even socially from a long lineage that
begins with single living cells; that our minds and cultures are linked by an invisible
thread to the ways and means of ancient unicellular existence and other primitive
life-forms; and that inherent in our very chemistry is a powerful force, a striving
toward life maintenance that governs life in all its guises, including the
development of genes that help regulate and transmit life. The Strange Order of
Things is a landmark reflection that spans the biological and social sciences,
offering a new way of understanding the origins of life, feeling, and culture.
www.antoniodamasio.com

The Hidden Messages in Water
Cosmetic Science and Technology: Theoretical Principles and Applications covers
the fundamental aspects of cosmetic science that are necessary to understand
material development, formulation, and the dermatological effects that result from
the use of these products. The book fulfills this role by offering a comprehensive
view of cosmetic science and technology, including environmental and
dermatological concerns. As the cosmetics field quickly applies cutting-edge
research to high value commercial products that have a large impact in our lives
and on the world's economy, this book is an indispensable source of information
that is ideal for experienced researchers and scientists, as well as non-scientists
who want to learn more about this topic on an introductory level. Covers the
science, preparation, function, and interaction of cosmetic products with skin
Addresses safety and environmental concerns related to cosmetics and their use
Provides a graphical summary with short introductory explanation for each topic
Relates product type performance to its main components Describes
manufacturing methods of oral care cosmetics and body cosmetics in a systematic
manner

The Strange Order of Things
Why do we feel the way we feel? How do our thoughts and emotions affect our
health? Are our bodies and minds distinct from each other or do they function
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together as part of an interconnected system? In MOLECULES OF EMOTION,
neuroscientist Candace Pert provides startling and decisive answers to these longdebated questions, establishing the biomolecular basis for our emotions and
explaining these new scientific developments in a clear and accessible way. Her
pioneering research on how the chemicals inside us form a dynamic information
network, linking mind and body, is not only provocative, it is revolutionary. In her
groundbreaking book, Candace Pert offers a new scientific understanding of the
power of our minds and our feelings to affect our health and well-being.

Molecules of the Mind
A rigorous, skeptical, deeply reported look at the new science behind the mind's
surprising ability to heal the body. Have you ever felt a surge of adrenaline after
narrowly avoiding an accident? Salivated at the sight (or thought) of a sour lemon?
Felt turned on just from hearing your partner's voice? If so, then you've
experienced how dramatically the workings of your mind can affect your body. Yet
while we accept that stress or anxiety can damage our health, the idea of "healing
thoughts" was long ago hijacked by New Age gurus and spiritual healers. Recently,
however, serious scientists from a range of fields have been uncovering evidence
that our thoughts, emotions and beliefs can ease pain, heal wounds, fend off
infection and heart disease and even slow the progression of AIDS and some
cancers. In Cure, award-winning science writer Jo Marchant travels the world to
meet the physicians, patients and researchers on the cutting edge of this new
world of medicine. We learn how meditation protects against depression and
dementia, how social connections increase life expectancy and how patients who
feel cared for recover from surgery faster. We meet Iraq war veterans who are
using a virtual arctic world to treat their burns and children whose ADHD is kept
under control with half the normal dose of medication. We watch as a transplant
patient uses the smell of lavender to calm his hostile immune system and an
Olympic runner shaves vital seconds off his time through mind-power alone.
Drawing on the very latest research, Marchant explores the vast potential of the
mind's ability to heal, lays out its limitations and explains how we can make use of
the findings in our own lives. With clarity and compassion, Cure points the way
towards a system of medicine that treats us not simply as bodies but as human
beings. A New York Times Bestseller Finalist for the Royal Society Insight
Investment Science Book Prize Longlisted for the Wellcome Book Prize

Guide to Research Techniques in Neuroscience
Why are we obsessed with the things we want only to be bored when we get them?
Why is addiction perfectly logical to an addict? Why does love change so quickly
from passion to indifference? Why are some people die-hard liberals and others
hardcore conservatives? Why are we always hopeful for solutions even in the
darkest times—and so good at figuring them out? The answer is found in a single
chemical in your brain: dopamine. Dopamine ensured the survival of early man.
Thousands of years later, it is the source of our most basic behaviors and cultural
ideas—and progress itself. Dopamine is the chemical of desire that always asks for
more—more stuff, more stimulation, and more surprises. In pursuit of these things,
it is undeterred by emotion, fear, or morality. Dopamine is the source of our every
urge, that little bit of biology that makes an ambitious business professional
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sacrifice everything in pursuit of success, or that drives a satisfied spouse to risk it
all for the thrill of someone new. Simply put, it is why we seek and succeed; it is
why we discover and prosper. Yet, at the same time, it’s why we gamble and
squander. From dopamine’s point of view, it’s not the having that matters. It’s
getting something—anything—that’s new. From this understanding—the difference
between possessing something versus anticipating it—we can understand in a
revolutionary new way why we behave as we do in love, business, addiction,
politics, religion—and we can even predict those behaviors in ourselves and others.
In The Molecule of More: How a Single Chemical in Your Brain Drives Love, Sex, and
Creativity—and will Determine the Fate of the Human Race, George Washington
University professor and psychiatrist Daniel Z. Lieberman, MD, and Georgetown
University lecturer Michael E. Long present a potentially life-changing proposal:
Much of human life has an unconsidered component that explains an array of
behaviors previously thought to be unrelated, including why winners cheat, why
geniuses often suffer with mental illness, why nearly all diets fail, and why the
brains of liberals and conservatives really are different.

Molecules of Emotion
Dr. Epstein provides a new vision of how the mind can heal the body through the
use of "imaginal medicine". His techniques for tapping into the mind's latent
energy enable readers to take charge of their health and lives with surprisingly
fast, positive results. 20 illustrations.

Encyclopedia of the Neurological Sciences: Di-L
Draws on original experiments as well as scientific research to explore a theory
that the entire universe is connected by a vast energy field that can be
manipulated for the betterment of the world using positive thought processes.

The Oxford Handbook of Molecular Psychology
Key concepts in neuroscience presented for the non-medical reader. A fresh take
on contemporary brain science, this book presents neuroscience—the scientific
study of brain, mind, and behavior—in easy-to-understand ways with a focus on
concepts of interest to all science readers. Rigorous and detailed enough to use as
a textbook in a university or community college class, it is at the same time meant
for any and all readers, clinicians and non-clinicians alike, interested in learning
about the foundations of contemporary brain science. From molecules and cells to
mind and consciousness, the known and the mysterious are presented in the
context of the history of modern biology and with an eye toward better
appreciating the beauty and growing public presence of brain science.

The Science of Emotions
The New York Times bestselling author examines how our sense of touch and
emotion are interconnected Johns Hopkins neuroscientist and bestselling author of
The Compass of Pleasure David J. Linden presents an engaging and fascinating
examination of how the interface between our sense of touch and our emotional
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responses affects our social interactions as well as our general health and
development. Accessible in its wit and clarity, Touch explores scientific advances in
the understanding of touch that help explain our sense of self and our experience
of the world. From skin to nerves to brain, the organization of the body’s touch
circuits powerfully influences our lives—affecting everything from consumer choice
to sexual intercourse, tool use to the origins of language, chronic pain to healing.
Interpersonal touch is crucial to social bonding and individual development. Linden
lucidly explains how sensory and emotional context work together to distinguish
between perceptions of what feels good and what feels bad. Linking biology and
behavioral science, Linden offers an entertaining and enlightening answer to how
we feel in every sense of the word. From the Hardcover edition.

Tropical Nature
Explains the science behind the brain's opiate receptors and other evidence of the
intimate connections between mind and body, and their meaning for the future of
Western medicine

The Mind-Gut Connection
This book clearly explains the biochemical and biophysical process by which the
human mind can influence the human body. This book brings out the reality how
the disorders and diseases of human body are generated from the human mind.
This book is completely capable of exposing how the human emotions and
thoughts can influence the human DNA and also explains how our positive and
negative emotions affect the physiology of cells of our body differently. This book
clearly reveals how the psychology of the human mind can directly affect the
human physiology at macroscopic and microscopic levels in the human body. It
also specifically rules out how environment can affect the mind and the cells of the
human body. It gives a clear cut concept on the role of perception, beliefs, and
emotions in determining the health and disease of the cell. And explains how the
perception, beliefs, and emotions of an individual affect the functioning of the cells
in his body. This books rules out the existence of consciousness that brings life into
existence in the human body. It also exposes the role of heart in becoming the
seat of emotions and also projects out the truth that how the human heart can
generate the strongest electromagnetic fields that can influence the functioning of
each and every cells of human body. It also explains how these fields can be used
to heal physical diseases and disorders. This book also exposes how the human gut
can control the brain and emotions. It also explains the role of gut in creating
health. This book put forth the secrets of the two independent organs in the human
body that can control the human brain and that can create a powerful health in the
human body. This book also introduces the role of electromagnetic fields in the
creation of human body and how this field works in functioning of human body at
subatomic level. This book exposes the quantum mechanical interaction of
molecules in the human body which can clearly explain how the consciousness and
mind can influence the DNA molecules independent of time and space. This book
also explains how carbohydrates, amino acids, vitamins, and other fats are
essential for the generation of positive health by increasing the raw material for
the manufacturing of mood elevating neurotransmitters, neuropeptides, and
neurohormones in the brain.
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Healing Visualizations
The authors of the most cited neuroscience publication, The Rat Brain in
Stereotaxic Coordinates, have written this introductory textbook for neuroscience
students. The text is clear and concise, and offers an excellent introduction to the
essential concepts of neuroscience. Based on contemporary neuroscience research
rather than old-style medical school neuroanatomy Thorough treatment of motor
and sensory systems A detailed chapter on human cerebral cortex The
neuroscience of consciousness, memory, emotion, brain injury, and mental illness
A comprehensive chapter on brain development A summary of the techniques of
brain research A detailed glossary of neuroscience terms Illustrated with over 130
color photographs and diagrams This book will inspire and inform students of
neuroscience. It is designed for beginning students in the health sciences,
including psychology, nursing, biology, and medicine. Clearly and concisely written
for easy comprehension by beginning students Based on contemporary
neuroscience research rather than the concepts of old-style medical school
neuroanatomy Thorough treatment of motor and sensory systems A detailed
chapter on human cerebral cortex Discussion of the neuroscience of conscience,
memory, cognitive function, brain injury, and mental illness A comprehensive
chapter on brain development A summary of the techniques of brain research A
detailed glossary of neuroscience terms Illustrated with over 100 color
photographs and diagrams

Everything You Need to Know to Feel Go(o)d
How we raise young children is one of today's most highly personalized and
sharply politicized issues, in part because each of us can claim some level of
"expertise." The debate has intensified as discoveries about our development-in
the womb and in the first months and years-have reached the popular media. How
can we use our burgeoning knowledge to assure the well-being of all young
children, for their own sake as well as for the sake of our nation? Drawing from new
findings, this book presents important conclusions about nature-versus-nurture,
the impact of being born into a working family, the effect of politics on programs
for children, the costs and benefits of intervention, and other issues. The
committee issues a series of challenges to decision makers regarding the quality of
child care, issues of racial and ethnic diversity, the integration of children's
cognitive and emotional development, and more. Authoritative yet accessible,
From Neurons to Neighborhoods presents the evidence about "brain wiring" and
how kids learn to speak, think, and regulate their behavior. It examines the effect
of the climate-family, child care, community-within which the child grows.

From Neurons to Neighborhoods
Seventeen marvelous essays introducing the habitats, ecology, plants, and animals
of the Central and South American rainforest. A lively, lucid portrait of the tropics
as seen by two uncommonly observant and thoughtful field biologists. Its
seventeen marvelous essays introduce the habitats, ecology, plants, and animals
of the Central and South American rainforest. Includes a lengthy appendix of
practical advice for the tropical traveler.
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Moods, Emotions, and Aging
Discusses interesting chemicals, such as the smelliest, most lethal, and most
versatile, in a non-technical style that covers each chemical's importance without
using formulas, equations, or diagrams

Why We Feel
Everything You Need to Know to Feel Go(o)d is Candace Pert’s response to the
questions she’s been asked in her worldwide travels ever since the publication of
her book Molecules of Emotion, and her appearance in the film What the Bleep Do
We Know?! She discovered that, at the end of the day, all people really want to
know is how to feel good. Within these pages, Dr. Pert shares the answers she’s
found, both in the biomedical laboratory of mainstream science and in the
laboratory of her own evolving life. Her amazing journey documents how mind,
body, and spirit cannot be separated; and that we’re hard-wired for bliss, which is
both physical and divine. Feeling good and feeling God, she believes, are one and
the same. From beginning to end, this book takes us on an entertaining romp
through the many bodymind avenues, separating the woo-woo from real science
and pointing the way toward using new paradigm therapies, detoxing our food and
environment, forgiving and healing our relationships, understanding depression,
staying young, and creating the reality we want to experience. Consciousness,
mind, emotions, and God are all factored into the mix, resulting in a lot of
beneficial advice and self-development insights that will empower us toward
health, well-being, and feeling . . . Go(o)d.

Molecules: A Very Short Introduction
The chief of neuroendocrine immunology at the National Institute of Mental Health
offers evidence that emotional and physical health influence each other, and
examines the critical role relationships, faith, and emotional well-being play in
resisting dise

The Balance Within
This entry in the Oxford Library of Psychology compiles cutting- edge research
organized around the concept "molecular psychology," which applies principles of
molecular biology to the study of behavior and its neural underpinnings.
Determining the biological bases for behavior, and the extent to which we can
observe and explain their neural underpinnings, requires a bold, broadly defined
research methodology. The interdisciplinary entries in this handbook are organized
around the principle of "molecular psychology," which unites cutting-edge research
from such wide-ranging disciplines as clinical neuroscience and genetics,
psychology, behavioral neuroscience, and neuroethology. For the first time in a
single volume, leaders in diverse research areas use molecular approaches to
investigate social behavior, psychopathology, emotion, cognition and stress in
healthy volunteers, patient populations, and an array of non-human species
including rodents, insects, fish, and non-human primates. Chapters draw on
molecular methods covering candidate genes, genome-wide association studies,
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copy number variations, gene expression studies, and epigenetics while addressing
the ethical, legal, and social issues to emerge from this new and exciting research
approach.

The Molecule of More
In this New York Times bestseller, internationally renowned Japanese scientist
Masaru Emoto shows how the influence of our thoughts, words and feelings on
molecules of water can positively impact the earth and our personal health. This
book has the potential to profoundly transform your world view. Using high-speed
photography, Dr. Masaru Emoto discovered that crystals formed in frozen water
reveal changes when specific, concentrated thoughts are directed toward them. He
found that water from clear springs and water that has been exposed to loving
words shows brilliant, complex, and colorful snowflake patterns. In contrast,
polluted water, or water exposed to negative thoughts, forms incomplete,
asymmetrical patterns with dull colors. The implications of this research create a
new awareness of how we can positively impact the earth and our personal health.

The Mouse Nervous System
Explores all ares of neurological sciences with over 1,000 entries on a wide variety
of topics in neurology, neurosurgery, psychiatry and the related neuroscience.

Basic Neurochemistry
God is great—for your mental, physical, and spiritual health. Based on new
evidence culled from brain-scan studies, a wide-reaching survey of people’s
religious and spiritual experiences, and the authors’ analyses of adult drawings of
God, neuroscientist Andrew Newberg and therapist Mark Robert Waldman offer the
following breakthrough discoveries: • Not only do prayer and spiritual practice
reduce stress, but just twelve minutes of meditation per day may slow down the
aging process. • Contemplating a loving God rather than a punitive God reduces
anxiety and depression and increases feelings of security, compassion, and love. •
Fundamentalism, in and of itself, can be personally beneficial, but the prejudice
generated by extreme beliefs can permanently damage your brain. • Intense
prayer and meditation permanently change numerous structures and functions in
the brain, altering your values and the way you perceive reality. Both a revelatory
work of modern science and a practical guide for readers to enhance their physical
and emotional health, How God Changes Your Brain is a first-of-a-kind book about
faith that is as credible as it is inspiring.

Molecules of Emotion
Explains molecular psychology and why it may change the way people look at the
world

The Limits of Science
A pioneer in brain research outlines a blueprint for human emotions while sharing
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practical strategies for correcting unhealthy emotional styles, providing
recommendations for areas ranging from everyday well-being to the treatments of
such conditions as autism and depression. Reprint. 100,000 first printing.

Molecules Of Emotion
Chances are, at some point in your life you’ve noticed the connection between
your brain and your gut. If you’ve ever felt queasy as you walked into an
uncomfortable situation or based a life decision based on a “gut feeling,” then you
know that sometimes our bodies react faster than our minds. Most of us have also
experienced the same phenomenon in reverse, where our mental state has
affected our digestive system—like the butterflies in our stomach before an
important meeting or a first date. But while the dialogue between the mind and the
gut has been recognized for centuries, scientists today are just starting to
understand how powerful that connection is. In The Mind-Gut Connection, Dr.
Emeran Mayer, executive director of the UCLA Oppenheimer Center for the
Neurobiology of Stress, offers a cutting-edge view into this developing science,
showing us the full impact of how the brain, gut, and microbiome—the community
of microorganisms that live inside the digestive tract—communicate. As Dr. Mayer
explains, when this communication channel is out of whack, major health problems
can crop up, including food sensitivities and allergies, digestive disorders, obesity,
depression, anxiety, and fatigue. The Mind-Gut Connection teaches us how, with a
few simple changes to our diet and lifestyle, we can enjoy a happier mindset,
enhanced immunity, a decreased risk of developing neurological diseases such as
Parkinson’s and Alzheimer’s, and even lose weight. With a simple, practical
regimen drawn from the latest research, Dr. Mayer shows us that paying attention
to the mind-gut balance is the key to unlocking vibrant health.

Eat More, Weigh Less
Describes the impact of natural selection on our conscious feelings, and examines
guilt, pride, and the appreciation of beauty

How God Changes Your Brain
Includes bibliographical references and index.

The Brain
Argues that couples can use a knowledge of quantum physics, biochemistry, and
psychology to create and maintain an intense loving relationship with their partner,
similar to feelings experienced on a honeymoon.

Conn's Translational Neuroscience
Hormone Replacement Therapy is vital for women, and there is a lot of confusion
about it in both the medical community and among women. This book presents the
science behind bio-identical hormones and describes why these hormones are so
important for women, especially at midlife.
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Foundational Concepts in Neuroscience: A Brain-Mind Odyssey
(Norton Series on Interpersonal Neurobiology)
Conn’s Translational Neuroscience provides a comprehensive overview reflecting
the depth and breadth of the field of translational neuroscience, with input from a
distinguished panel of basic and clinical investigators. Progress has continued in
understanding the brain at the molecular, anatomic, and physiological levels in the
years following the 'Decade of the Brain,' with the results providing insight into the
underlying basis of many neurological disease processes. This book alternates
scientific and clinical chapters that explain the basic science underlying
neurological processes and then relates that science to the understanding of
neurological disorders and their treatment. Chapters cover disorders of the spinal
cord, neuronal migration, the autonomic nervous system, the limbic system, ocular
motility, and the basal ganglia, as well as demyelinating disorders, stroke,
dementia and abnormalities of cognition, congenital chromosomal and genetic
abnormalities, Parkinson's disease, nerve trauma, peripheral neuropathy, aphasias,
sleep disorders, and myasthenia gravis. In addition to concise summaries of the
most recent biochemical, physiological, anatomical, and behavioral advances, the
chapters summarize current findings on neuronal gene expression and protein
synthesis at the molecular level. Authoritative and comprehensive, Conn’s
Translational Neuroscience provides a fully up-to-date and readily accessible guide
to brain functions at the cellular and molecular level, as well as a clear
demonstration of their emerging diagnostic and therapeutic importance. Provides a
fully up-to-date and readily accessible guide to brain functions at the cellular and
molecular level, while also clearly demonstrating their emerging diagnostic and
therapeutic importance Features contributions from leading global basic and
clinical investigators in the field Provides a great resource for researchers and
practitioners interested in the basic science underlying neurological processes
Relates and translates the current science to the understanding of neurological
disorders and their treatment

How Emotions Are Made
"A dazzling journey across the sciences and humanities in search of deep laws to
unite them." --The Wall Street Journal One of our greatest living scientists--and the
winner of two Pulitzer Prizes for On Human Nature and The Ants--gives us a work of
visionary importance that may be the crowning achievement of his career. In
Consilience (a word that originally meant "jumping together"), Edward O. Wilson
renews the Enlightenment's search for a unified theory of knowledge in disciplines
that range from physics to biology, the social sciences and the humanities. Using
the natural sciences as his model, Wilson forges dramatic links between fields. He
explores the chemistry of the mind and the genetic bases of culture. He postulates
the biological principles underlying works of art from cave-drawings to Lolita.
Presenting the latest findings in prose of wonderful clarity and oratorical
eloquence, and synthesizing it into a dazzling whole, Consilience is science in the
path-clearing traditions of Newton, Einstein, and Richard Feynman.

Consilience
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Neuroscience is, by definition, a multidisciplinary field: some scientists study genes
and proteins at the molecular level while others study neural circuitry using
electrophysiology and high-resolution optics. A single topic can be studied using
techniques from genetics, imaging, biochemistry, or electrophysiology. Therefore,
it can be daunting for young scientists or anyone new to neuroscience to learn how
to read the primary literature and develop their own experiments. This volume
addresses that gap, gathering multidisciplinary knowledge and providing tools for
understanding the neuroscience techniques that are essential to the field, and
allowing the reader to design experiments in a variety of neuroscience disciplines.
Written to provide a "hands-on" approach for graduate students, postdocs, or
anyone new to the neurosciences Techniques within one field are compared,
allowing readers to select the best techniques for their own work Includes key
articles, books, and protocols for additional detailed study Data analysis boxes in
each chapter help with data interpretation and offer guidelines on how best to
represent results Walk-through boxes guide readers step-by-step through
experiments

The Amygdala
The processes in a single living cell are akin to that of a city teeming with
molecular inhabitants that move, communicate, cooperate, and compete. In this
Very Short Introduction, Philip Ball explores the role of the molecule in and around
us - how, for example, a single fertilized egg can grow into a multi-celled Mozart,
what makes spider's silk insoluble in the morning dew, and how this molecular
dynamism is being captured in the laboratory, promising to reinvent chemistry as
the central creative science of the century. ABOUT THE SERIES: The Very Short
Introductions series from Oxford University Press contains hundreds of titles in
almost every subject area. These pocket-sized books are the perfect way to get
ahead in a new subject quickly. Our expert authors combine facts, analysis,
perspective, new ideas, and enthusiasm to make interesting and challenging topics
highly readable.

The Honeymoon Effect
In just a half century, humanity has made an astounding leap in its understanding
of life. Now, one of the giants of biological science, Christian de Duve, discusses
what we've learned in this half century, ranging from the tiniest cells to the future
of our species and of life itself. With wide-ranging erudition, De Duve takes us on a
dazzling tour of the biological world, beginning with the invisible workings of the
cell, the area in which he won his Nobel Prize. He describes how the first cells may
have arisen and suggests that they may have been like the organisms that exist
today near deep-sea hydrothermal vents. Contrary to many scientists, he argues
that life was bound to arise and that it probably only took millennia--maybe tens of
thousands of years--to move from rough building blocks to the first organisms
possessing the basic properties of life. With equal authority, De Duve examines
topics such as the evolution of humans, the origins of consciousness, the
development of language, the birth of science, and the origin of emotion, morality,
altruism, and love. He concludes with his conjectures on the future of humanity--for
instance, we may evolve, perhaps via genetic engineering, into a new species--and
he shares his personal thoughts about God and immortality. In Life Evolving, one of
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our most eminent scientists sums up what he has learned about the nature of life
and our place in the universe. An extraordinarily wise and humane volume, it will
fascinate readers curious about the world around them and about the impact of
science on philosophy and religion.

Life Evolving
The phenomenal New York Times bestseller -- now revised and updated for a new
century. Eat more, weigh less? How is this possible? Because as this
groundbreaking work clearly shows, it's not just how much you eat, it's primarily
what you eat. Most diets rely on small portion sizes to reduce calories sufficiently.
You feel hungry and deprived. Dr. Ornish's revolutionary program takes a new
approach, one scientifically based on the type of food rather than the amount of
food. Abundance rather than hunger and deprivation. So you can eat more
frequently, eat a greater quantity of food-and still lose weight and keep it off.
Simply. Safely. Easily. With 250 delicious low-fat recipes by some of the country's
most celebrated chefs. Dr. Ornish's program is a medically proven approach that
can help you improve your health and well-being, not just lose weight. It's also
about learning how to begin healing emotional pain, loneliness, and isolation in
your life, providing nourishment not only for your body but also for your soul. His
program has given millions of people new hope and new choices.

Touch
Death by Medicine
“Fascinating . . . A thought-provoking journey into emotion science.” — Wall Street
Journal “A singular book, remarkable for the freshness of its ideas and the boldness
and clarity with which they are presented.” — Scientific American “A brilliant and
original book on the science of emotion, by the deepest thinker about this topic
since Darwin.” — Daniel Gilbert, best-selling author of Stumbling on Happiness The
science of emotion is in the midst of a revolution on par with the discovery of
relativity in physics and natural selection in biology. Leading the charge is
psychologist and neuroscientist Lisa Feldman Barrett, whose research overturns
the long-standing belief that emotions are automatic, universal, and hardwired in
different brain regions. Instead, Barrett shows, we construct each instance of
emotion through a unique interplay of brain, body, and culture. A lucid report from
the cutting edge of emotion science, How Emotions Are Made reveals the profound
real-world consequences of this breakthrough for everything from neuroscience
and medicine to the legal system and even national security, laying bare the
immense implications of our latest and most intimate scientific revolution. “Mindblowing.” — Elle “Chock-full of startling, science-backed findings . . . An
entertaining and engaging read. ” — Forbes

The Intention Experiment
The Mouse Nervous System provides a comprehensive account of the central
nervous system of the mouse. The book is aimed at molecular biologists who need
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a book that introduces them to the anatomy of the mouse brain and spinal cord,
but also takes them into the relevant details of development and organization of
the area they have chosen to study. The Mouse Nervous System offers a wealth of
new information for experienced anatomists who work on mice. The book serves as
a valuable resource for researchers and graduate students in neuroscience. *
Visualization of brain white matter anatomy via 3D diffusion tensor imaging
contrasts enhances relationship of anatomy to function * Systematic consideration
of the anatomy and connections of all regions of brain and spinal cord by the
authors of the most cited rodent brain atlases * A major section (12 chapters) on
functional systems related to motor control, sensation, and behavioral and
emotional states, * Full segmentation of 170120+ brain regions more clearly
defines structure boundaries than previous point-and-annotate anatomical
labeling, and connectivity is mapped in a way not provided by traditional atlasesA
detailed analysis of gene expression during development of the forebrain by Luis
Puelles, the leading researcher in this area. * Full coverage of the role of gene
expression during development, and the new field of genetic neuroantomy using
site-specific recombinases * Examples of the use of mouse models in the study of
neurological illness
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